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Abstract 
On of the greatest challenge to education in Nigeria today is the provision of a 

viable curriculum to meet the tech age. The attainment of any laudable objective of 

education depends also on the particular philosophy and curriculum adopted.  

Because the roles of education in our society are so complex, the strategies to 

execute them must be systematically planned and delivered. Whether today’s 

problems and needs are to assist the children to acquire knowledge, skills, 

attitudes and values that would enable them to become effective, responsible and 

enlightened citizens in future will depend largely on the approaches to 

curriculum. On the other hand, the content and the nature of its implementation  

will ultimately depend on such philosophical perceptions as the nature of man, 

society, or of issues relating to human values and human destiny, or of teaching 

and learning. This there is an intimate relationship between philosophy, 

curriculum and instruction. The foregoing therefore provides perspective for this 

paper, which examines the tenets of pragmatism, the theoretical influences, and 

how these affect curriculum development in Nigeria. There is the insistence on  a 

curriculum which has social relevance both now and in the future if education is 

to serve as "an instrument par excellence for national development and social 

engineering". This calls for constant retooling of our ideas, strategies and 

interpretation  to meet the changes and challenges in our world that has become 

increasingly interconnected and intertwined.  
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Pragmatism: It is What it is? 

Pragmatism is often regarded as an American contribution to the growth of 

philosophical thought, however, a close examination of its philosophical tenets 

reveals that it is an off-shoot of British empiricism which emphasized that we 

know only what our senses experience. Knowledge was therefore based on 

observable data or phenomena. 
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Pragmatism does not derive exclusively from one authoritative writer.  Some of 

the early history and antecedents of  pragmatism can be traced back to the philosophy 

of Heraclitus (C.500 B.C.) and the maxim of Protagoras (+ 411BC) on perceptual 

change.  Heraclitus emphasizes the necessity of change in human and in 

phenomena; but Protagoras affirms the thesis that “man is the measur e of all 

things”. Thus for Protagoras all knowledge is empirical, based exclusively on 

what our senses can perceive. However, the  most brilliant of them all were Charles 

Pierce, William James, and John Dewey. But it was John Dewey who, with the 

advantage of long life , was a seminal influence on pragmatism and gave direction 

towards its application to education. 

 

Pragmatism is identified in various terms such as experimentalism, or 

instrumentalism, or experientialism etc. The principal themes are:  

 

1. The reality of change; 

2. The essentially social and biological nature of man;  

3. The relativity of values; and 

4. The use of critical intelligence.  

 

Conceptually, pragmatism rejects anything which connotes permanence and 

absolutism and extols relativism. What counts are objects of human experience 

and not fixed principles or absolutes. And what is acceptable are concrete and 

observable facts. 

 

The reference to concreteness underlies the very essence of pragmatism. Man 

should concern himself with things or events that can be experienced and not 

with abstract and the speculative; all reality should be viewed in terms of 

experiential and verifiable dimensions that is, only in terms of what can be known 

through human experience. Therefore, questions pertaining to the ultimate nature 

of man and the universe simply cannot be answered because these are outside the 

purview of one’s experience. For example, the question of life after death cannot 

be subjected to experience; and therefore, any conclusions drawn are merely 

conjectural. 

 

To the pragmatists, reality amounts to the interaction of human being with his 

environment. Man and his environment are “coordinate”, and they are equally 

responsible for what is real; and the direction of change-agents. Although, man 

sometimes influences their direction, but in the process of acting on his 
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environment to bring about adjustments favourable to his own needs and 

interests, man must employ his intelligence. This implies that man must 

anticipate the consequences of his action. To this end the pragmatists regard as 

nebulous the view that man possesses a substantive principle known as human 

soul. For them, the human mind is not a substance or faculty independent of, and 

separate Horn its actions. Therefore, intelligence is not an indivisible, substantive 

reality, but dynamic and contingent on action or experience. For if thought is 

separated from experience, it becomes sterile and unreal. Thinking is part of 

experience, and as such an active process of synthesising rather than a reflex 

action. So experience should be left to determine man’s actions, hopes, anxieties, 

values, attitudes, and ethics. This does not however suggest that moral values, 

for example, should change every day but rather that no precept should be 

regarded as universally binding. In effect, what is being suggested is that habits, 

attitudes values, interests, and morals should be determined and restructured by 

society in the light of experience.  

 

On this premise therefore the pragmatists’ epistemological theory contrasts 

sharply with the traditional approach which emphasises “a priori" principles and 

self-evident truths. The traditionalists assert that truth is absolute and universal. 

But to the pragmatists truth must be verifiable, otherwise it becomes a bundle of 

superstition to be discarded. John Dewey was quoted as saying 

 

“Truth means scientific success, or as we ordinarily say 

“verification” with all that this term implies. It is what emerges 

from the critical employment of the best method that we can 

develop, it is a social product, not in the sense that a majority 

happens to accept a given belief, but in the sense that no belief can 

be called true unless it is capable of compelling the universal 

assent of those who understand”. (Okafor, 1984:60)  

 

The implication here is that everything must be evaluated solely in terms of their 

practical results and consequences. Consequences, then, for the pragmatists is the 

very essence of meaning and of truth. This was the opinion of William James when 

he declared that: 

 

“the pragmatic method. . . is to try to interpret each notion by 

tracing its respective practical consequence” (Randall et al, 

1942:126). 
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Furthermore, at the very essence of pragmatism is the belief that human 

knowledge is nothing but human experience processed and refined. Because man 

is constantly interacting with his environment, he acquires some ways or 

experiences of survival. The environment is bedevilled with problems, for which 

man tries to overcome. Knowledge is therefore a social product derived through 

problem-solving. In John Dewey’s views  

 

“Knowing is literally something that we do, a matter of knowing 

how. Inquiry tells us how to transform situation for the better; thus 

knowledge is assertion warranted by inquiry”. (Dewey, 1916:33 1 

- 332). 

 

This means that in the knowing enterprise, we are constantly interacting with the 

environment; natural and social. Hence we know would imply doing and we do 

would imply knowing. Intelligence then is not an abstract principle but a product 

of problem-solving. We are then intelligent to the extent we handle our day-to-

day problems scientifically. Intelligence is the method of reactive (or critical) 

thinking. 

 

According to Dewey (1910), the “Problem Solving Method” involves four stages. 

The first step is identifying the problem. This involves an intellectualization of 

the problem to be solved. 

 

The second step is the “formation of hypotheses”. It is a mental process which 

involves theoretical suggestions, a consideration of possible alternative 

suggestions and the consequences of each suggestion. 

 

The third step is the collection of relevant data to test the hypotheses.  

The fourth step involves the testing of the hypotheses by practical of imaginative 

action until the problem is solved.  

 

The experience gained in the process of solving the problem becomes a unit of 

knowledge, and it is internalized only to be recalled and used when similar 

problems occur in the future. If at the end, this does not work, one has to re -

examine the factors. Even when the hypothesis is accepted; the knowledge cannot 

be accepted as permanent or absolute. For all knowledge must be subject to 

constant revision since change is imminent. When such changes occur, old 

knowledge is rendered uncouth, and they knew knowledge is effectuated. This 
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factor of relativism is at the heart of pragmatism, and indeed of scientific spirit. 

In Okafor (1984), Charles Pierce summed it thus:  

 

“The scientific spirit requires a man to be at all times ready to 

dump his whole cartload of beliefs, the moment experience is 

against them. The desire to learn forbids him to be perfectly 

cocksure that he knows already. Besides, positive science can only 

rest on experience; and experience can never result in absolute 

certainty; exactitude, necessity, or universality” (Okafor, 1984:66).  

 

From the foregoing, it is manifestly clear that pragmatism is utilitarian in 

philosophy with emphases on experience, consequences, verification, scientism, 

workability and practicality of ideas, policies and proposals.  

 

Pragmatism and Education  

On education, the pragmatists define it in terms of experience. For them 

education results from experience; it is a lesson learned through experience. But 

not all experiences are educative. The experience that is educative is the type that 

makes possible other experiences in future. John Dewey explained what is meant 

by an “educative experience”. According to him, an educative experience is an 

experience in which we make a connection between what we do and what 

happens to them or us in consequence; the value of an experience lies in the 

perception of relationships or continuities among events. Thus, if a child reaches 

for a candle flame and burns his hand, he experiences pain, but this is not an 

educative experience unless lie realises that touching the flame resulted  in a burn, 

and moreover, formulates the general expectation that flame will produce burns 

if touched. In just this way, we learn much about the world, ourselves, and others. 

It is this natural form of learning from experience, by so doing and then reflect ing 

on what happened, which is central to the pragmatic approach to education.  

 

In fact, Dewey defined the educational process as a continual re - organization, 

reconstruction and transformation of experience; for he believed that it is only 

through experience that man learns about l lie world and only by the use of his 

experience that man can maintain and better himself in the world. Moreover, 

since knowledge results from problem-solving, the aim of education is therefore 

to develop in the individual the ability to solve future problems. Education 

becomes the process of developing the habit 'ii problem-solving. The more varied 

and the more complex the problems that he solves, the greater the growth of his 
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intelligence lot Dewey, Education therefore is  growth leading to further growth. 

Growth understood not in a biological sense, but in the use of developing the 

learner’s thinking (cognitive) feelings (affective), and covert actions 

(psychomotor). 

 

Just as pragmatism does not derive exclusively from one  authoritative writer, so 

also does its trajectory in curriculum and instruction. Pragmatic perspectives on 

education were affected by many philosophies, some of which are:  

 

1. The naturalism of Rousseau and Pestalozzi, and 

2. The evolutionism of Darwin and Karl Marx. 

 

Rousseau’s educational treatise, Emile, was the most influential in the history of 

education. The publication challenged the educational ideas of the Church and 

the aristocracy in Europe. For instance, contrary to Christian belief that the child’s 

nature is perverted because man is born with primal sin, Rousseau asserted that 

the newly-born person is good and sinless, but when he grows up he is corrupted 

by the society in which he lives. In order to grow up properly and serve his 

community well, the child must be brought up in a controlled environment, so 

that he cannot be corrupted by the bad influences in the society. Emile’s 

education, recognized the existence of natural developmental stages in the child, 

levels of readiness, individual differences, and other elements of progressive 

education. It also recognized the necessity of education in harmony with natural 

human development, learning by activity and experience, self -imposed 

disciplines, individualization of instruction, appeal to the senses, physical health, 

and the development of moral character from within, experience, rather than from 

without, by indoctrination. 

 

These viewpoints were reinforced by Pestalozzi (1746-1827) through the 

establishment of “experimental schools”. As we shall see soon, the theory and 

practice of naturalism permeated the educational perspective of pragmatism.  

 

The evolutionism of Charles Darwin is another important influence on 

pragmatism in its approach to education. Darwin asserted that organisms evolved 

slowly and gradually, and that these organisms adjusted and adapted their lives 

to the environment in order to survive. That the environment embodied a 

situation of struggle in which only the fittest were able to survive and others were 

eliminated. The surviving organisms did so because they possessed certain 
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characteristics that enabled them to adjust successfully to the environment. For 

man, this theory emphasizes the competition of individuals for survival in the 

challenging environment which is frequently hostile.  

 

This aspect of the evolutionary process which emphasizes the competitiveness of 

natural phenomena was articulated by Karl Marx in the notion that man is a 

material being, that society is the product of social and economic struggle, and 

that man is motivated by material rather than ideal forces. This  Marxist 

conception of man reinforces the Darwinism posture of naturalism. The basic 

tenet of evolutionism of Darwin and Marx underlies the theory of pragmatism. 

This is to the extent that man then becomes just a biological organism without a 

transcendent spiritual principle, living within an environment that can be 

nourishing and threatening to his existence. A threatening environment tends to 

create problems which inhibit the activity of the individual. Such problems must 

be removed, or solved in order to succeed and progress in the society. Problems 

are entrenched in experience, and both survival and living involve the ability to 

solve problems within the domain of experience.  

 

The essence of education for the pragmatists is to enable the individual to so lve 

problems of life, since learning involves the ability to solve problems inherent in 

experience. 

 

For Dewey, 

“all education proceeds by the participation of individuals in the 

social consciousness of the race” (Wingo, 1974:163).  

 

In other words true education is attained only when the child’s powers are 

stimulated by social interaction. In the absence of this, .m\ meaningful experience 

would be impossible. Therefore the educated person was always viewed by 

Dewey in a social context. Neither the society nor the individual had any meaning 

without the other. The model of an educated person was the reflective man, one 

who was critical of authoritarian principle and tradition, and who preferred the 

method or science, “of organized intelligence” as the best way  to solve his 

problems. 

 

Pragmatism and Curriculum Development  

Perhaps the most important influence of pragmatic principles in education is in 

the areas of experiential curriculum and the methodology of openness.  Evidently, 
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the traditional subject matter curriculum was considered inadequate for the 

achievement of the pragmatic educational objectives. The traditional curriculum 

had emphasized preparation for adult life through the inculcation of fixed values 

and attitudes without relevance to the psychological and social development of 

the child. This kind education, the pragmatists, argued resulted in an attitude and 

disposition that is anti-social and unwholesome to living. Therefore, the 

pragmatists’ educational principles insist that the aim of education  should be to 

provide appropriate experience, appropriate environment, and appropriate 

guidance to enable the learner to deal with his own problems and needs and to 

discover knowledge for himself. This means that the school curriculum should 

consist of activities relevant to living. Education therefore becomes life and not a 

preparation for it. The schools and what they teach have to be seen as servicing 

to the full the needs of the individuals, in his pursuance of freedom and social 

mobility. This requires that the schools have to be extensions of the home where 

the experiences of the child both at school and in the home can be related and 

continuous. The school becomes a microcosm of the society in which the child is 

to experience group living and cooperative learning activity. Thus the curriculum 

is nothing more than the social life of the community simplified and translated 

into the classroom. 

 

The school selects what to include in the curriculum based on the needs, interests, 

abilities and dispositions of the child in a logical way. In effect, the contents of 

the curriculum will be those that involve the child exploring and discovering 

knowledge by himself, aided by the teacher. Thus for the pragmatists, the content 

subjects like history, geography, mathematics, religious studies, and science are 

too compartmentalized, and often abstract in their presentation. If they must be 

taught, they must be broken down in a manner that will make them 

comprehensive and meaningful to the child. The pupils must perceive in them a 

relevance to their day-to-day living; such as: literature as an expression, history 

as a record of social life, language as an aid to communication, and science as a 

tool for regulating social life, religious studies as a touchstone for morals and 

wholesome attitudes. 

 

Similarly, boundaries between subjects should be less firm, but should permit 

integration based on eclectic selection of knowledge depending upon the goals of 

a particular course. And in all cases, the subjects should be taught with a view to 

helping the children solve their problems, rather than store up mint million to be 

reproduced. Their participation in learning must enrich their experiences in order 
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to engender growth. Furthermore, the curriculum must be child-centred or life-

centred. It must appeal to the child's needs and interests and, therefore, it must 

not be rigid, but flexible and enough to accommodate individual differences. The 

above conclusions are underscored by the pragmatic belief that people learn what 

they experience. Learning that is rooted in experience is easily translated into 

behavioural change. Education, in the true sense, involves active participation of 

the learner. The learner only learns those things which he does. And these must 

be vital to him. He must find them satisfying his personal needs and aspirations. 

This is the rationale behind the activity curriculum of the progressive education 

which was predicated on pragmatic perspectives.  

 

As earlier indicated in this paper, in pragmatic tradition, “knowing how” more 

seriously than “knowing that”. This belief has  influenced the scope of the school 

curriculum to be enlarged to include all the experiences of living which the pupils 

must undergo under the auspices of the schools. To this end, some of the sch ool 

activities traditionally characterized as “extra -curricular”, such as drama, music 

athletics are given new status of dignity in curriculum construction parallel to 

that of subject matter classes. Similarly, the status of vocational subjects, such as 

woodwork, carpentry, book-keeping, etc were also elevated to equal that of 

academic subject. For instance, witness the range and type of electives offered in 

Nigerian Secondary Schools, or the wide range of vocational  undergraduate 

programmes at the Universities and Polytechnics today. All these are the logical 

results of pragmatists principles in education.  

 

Besides, since all reality for the pragmatists is affected by change agents, the 

school curriculum is subject to this phenomenon. It must be constantly reviewed 

and modified to meet or reflect the changing circumstances. Like all other human 

values, the curriculum must regularly be put to the test of experience for its 

validation. Therefore, the curriculum should change as new trends and 

characteristics in society render it irrelevant.  This pragmatic view-point on 

curriculum underlies the necessity of the new Nigerian Educational System—the 

6-3-3-4 system. The old system was no longer adequate to meet the socia l 

problems and needs of Nigeria today. It did not produce people who could use 

their heads as well as their hands, people “knowing how to do and doing what 

they know”. The new system of education emphasizes practical work and self -

reliance which is in consonance with the basic tenets of pragmatism.  
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Pragmatism has also been influential in curriculum development with its 

emphasis on methodology of openness. Consistent with its philosophy, the 

pragmatists hold that experience is central to learning. Since experience means 

the interaction between the learner and his environment, learning is to be 

achieved within the “open” phenomenon of interaction. Consequently, learning 

must invoke "action it must invoke doing things. What kind of act ion, or what 

kind of “doing" does learning involve? 

 

In Democracy and Education (1916), Dewey contended that subject matter should 

consist of activities that enable the child to reflect upon his social experiences. 

When subject matter preceded or was unrelated to the child’s expe rience, it was 

totally meaningless. It gained meaning through being made the medium 1 

continued reflection upon and reconstruction of, experience, effect, learning is 

based on problem solving. Experience gained through problem situations is 

concrete and is hardly forgotten. It is consistent with the maxim “what I learn I 

forget”, “What I do I remember”. This teaching method is opposed to the 

traditional methodology with its over-emphasis on the authority of the teacher in 

selecting, organizing, and presenting of the subject to the pupils. The pragmatists 

prefer the problem-solving technique. They are committed to the use of the 

problem solving inquiry and discovery methods which place emphasis on the 

activity of the pupils. The group method or co-operative learning is also 

advocated by the pragmatists. This is informed by the belief that the child grows 

only by associating with others, so he must learn to live in a community of 

individuals, to co-operate with them, and to adapt himself intelligently to his 

social needs and aspirations. The group method besides the advantages of 

allowing the children to display individual initiatives in solving group problems, 

helps the children to develop wholesome qualities, like sociability, 

communication facility, and democratic ideals expected of group life. 

 

Thus in the pragmatic methodology, the teacher no longer assumes a super -

eminent position in the classroom encounter. He is just a member of the class in 

a problem-solving arena. The teacher’s role according to Dewey is to use his 

wisdom and craft to guide the child from an immature experience into new, 

desirable experiences. In this sense, the teacher is no longer the focus of attention, 

the fount of all knowledge, but is an adviser, a helper, a director, a guide, and a 

facilitator of knowledge. The method requites that the pupils participate in the 

selection of learning experiences relevant to their needs, interests and abilities. 

By so doing the children achieve self-actualization. 
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The foregoing requires that the teacher be: permissive, friendly, guide, open-

minded, enthusiastic, creative, socially aware, alert, patient, co -operative and 

sincere. 

 

The educational aspects of pragmatism have also influenced such progressive 

methods as the problem method, project method, the core and integrated 

curriculum. These approaches, in the main emphasize child-centeredness. They 

advocate learning by doing. The child learns by what he does in order to do what 

he learns. Rote memorization and indoctrination are utterly repulsive to the 

pragmatic ideals. The child should not be compelled to accept statements or facts 

uncritically, or on “magister dixit” (i.e. on the authority of the teacher). Rather 

pupils are trained in the method of critical thinking or reflective thinking, which 

fosters creativity. 

 

Pragmatism has also influenced mass education. For example, the knowledge 

explosion issue is being solved by using the criteria of usefulness and relevance 

in selecting what is to be taught. The school curriculum based on a small common 

core plus a very wide range of electives is a coherent version of mass education. 

This has permitted any increased aspirations to be met today.  

 

Conclusion  

In conclusion, pragmatism has had a phenomenal effect on curriculum 

development today. Whether in subject matter content or in methodology of 

openness of the progressive education, pragmatism is pervasive. For instance, in 

Nigeria, emphasis is now placed on comprehensive and vocational (or 

entrepreneurial ) education, which foster learning by doing and practical work in 

all subjects. Subjects now reflect social reality rather than bits of information to 

be stored and regurgitated later.  

 

Similarly, academic disciplines have also shifted from the rigid and 

compartmentalized format of the traditional curriculum to a more flexible and 

integrated plan based on eclectic selection of knowledge that is relevant to a 

particular course of study. Furthermore, teaching-learning methods have become 

humanistic in temper. Methodologies such as project and discovery methods 

which stimulate analysis, critical thinking, experimentation, skills in working 

democratically, initiative inquiry, have gained ascendancy over the traditional 

approaches which emphasized rote - memorization and indoctrination. The 

curriculum has become dynamic in view of the changes that occur in our society, 
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which has become increasingly interconnected and intertwined due to 

globalization--technology, Internet, transportation, migration and the mass 

media.  
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